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ABSTRACT

We investigate how the spreading of messages in social networks is impacted by user selectivity for messages based on their

content, competition for user’s attention between different messages and message content adaptivity through user-introduced

changes. An agent-based model of message spreading featuring these mechanisms is introduced and explored to asses

the impact of each on statistical properties of resulting message cascades, in particular cascade size and mean length of

the messages. We observe that selectivity changes the popularity distribution and is responsible for preference towards

short or long messages – long messages for low and short messages for high selectivity. The competition drastically limits

message spread if selectivity is low, but has only small impact for high selectivity. Message content adaptivity has small effect

of increasing popularity of already popular messages, but only for medium levels of selectivity. We explore the spread process

on random and scale-free synthetic networks and conclude that the existence of hubs in the network seems to have a marginal

impact on cascade size distribution. We relate the distribution of mutated message variant popularity to observations in real

social media.

1 Introduction

The spread of information through social networks is one of main modes of information transmission in modern society.

Traditional media channels, such as news agencies, make efforts to report information thoroughly and accurately (or at least they

should act in such a way), and its dissemination does not depend on end consumer reception directly. The casual character of

communication between acquaintances in social media, however, implies that information passed on is chosen according to an

individual’s tastes and may be often incomplete, biased, or even deformed to mean something else than it originally did. In other

words, individuals choose what they spread and may change the original message and, as a result, its topic is not fixed during

the spread. The existence of confirmation bias is well known1 and it has also been directly shown that it causes individuals

not only to choose information sources that confirm what they know, but also selectively peruse stories and messages from

the sources they already subscribe to2, 3. Both selective news consumption and the choice of information sources may lead to

creation of so-called echo chambers3–6, where like-minded individuals form tight-knit communities that may consume almost

no information from outside of their bubble, either by choice or ignorance. In recent times, due to the existence of automated

recommendation systems, the selectivity of information consumption may not be completely a result of individual choice or

preference7–10. Despite recommendation systems playing increasingly significant role in ecology of message processing, in this

work we disregard their impact and focus on user behavior only. Several cases of message spreading with changing messages

have been studied, such as changes in chain-letters11, stories propagated through blogs12 or online social networking services

such as Facebook13. It has also been shown experimentally that the meaning of messages can change even if individuals are

only trying to change its form, such as message shortening14. This behavior poses multiple problems for research on the subject

of information spread and possible applications, most notably the fact that information spread is hard to track in absence of

metadata such as URL links15 or hashtags13 that can be used as immutable markers. There was research on tracking changing

information, such as specific chain letters16 or meme-like phrases by phrase inclusion in another12. The online spreading of

information itself has been extensively studied and many features of the real spreading process have been identified17 and

modeled18, 19, although adapted epidemic models have been used to represent this process20. Such models should be applied

with care however, as, unlike new virus strains that partially bypass immunity developed for previous variant, users are likely

to recognize the same information even if phrased differently or partially changed in meaning. Studies on propagation of

changing information in social networks often show dynamics with similar characteristics to genetic mutations11, 21. In fact,

meme variant popularity shows characteristics of the Yule model designed to represent evolving populations13. However,

unlike mutations in living organisms that are the result of random DNA transcription errors, changes in messages online are



intentional. It is usually quick and trivial to pass on a verbatim message and harder to do so when adding changes. It follows

that, since humans have a tendency to be selective about what they read, they would also have the same tendency when sharing

information, preferring to share messages that they believe in. This can motivate individuals to adapt or re-phrase messages, so

that they more closely represent their beliefs. Regardless of user intent, messages are under evolutionary pressures that may

promote certain characteristics. There have been studies investigating how different message features impact their spread — in

particular, the communication on the Twitter platform22, 23. Of specific interest here is the impact of message length, which has

been found to be slightly positive22 or inconclusively negative23 depending on the particular study.

In this work, we explore a model of information propagation on social networks that includes selective sharing, competition

between messages for user’s attention, and intentional modification of the message content by the users (topic adaptivity).

Our primary assumption is that online users want to propagate information they like or agree with, such as a conspiracy

theory believer propagating information supporting the conspiracy he believes in, a scientist propagating only scientifically

plausible content, or a politician tweeting only information supporting her agenda. If confronted with messages that users do

not completely agree with but still think have some merit, they may decide to adjust the information, removing parts of message

that they don’t agree with, modify them, or even add something from themselves. Such a modification may be motivated

by any of a need to shorten it, share their own thought on the matter, or push their own agenda. The key point here is that

different users have different opinions or preferences. Users will forward information similar to their beliefs, while ignoring

and effectively stifling information that they do not agree with. The spreading process may therefore bear some resemblance to

opinion dynamics, as messages received and read may influence users’ opinions24. Here, we opt to look at a short-term process,

where we assume opinions and beliefs are constant. We do not consider the veracity of opinions or messages and represent both

opinions and message contents by abstract vectors in multidimensional space.

The main question we try to answer is what is the impact of both user selectivity and content adaptivity on the outcome of

the process, such as the popularity of messages or their lengths. Using numerical agent-based simulations we find that the

most pronounced effect is the increased popularity of long messages at low selectivity and of short messages at high selectivity.

The selectivity of individuals influences the characteristics of the message popularity distribution. For low selectivity, the

competition for attention dominates and results in a power-law distribution, with more popular messages being on average longer.

As selectivity increases, the trend reverses, with popular messages being the shortest possible. The popularity distribution

features a peak at high popularities, for which short messages are responsible. The effect of message adaptivity is limited to

medium values of selectivity, where it allows messages to spread even further, and high values, where it helps some messages to

attain medium popularity rather than low. The competition for attention has fundamental influence on message spreading in the

case of low selectivity, but it disappears if message spreading is highly selective. We find the effect of a scale-free connection

topology to be minimal for the considered spread process.

2 Results

To investigate how selectivity, competition and message adaptivity can influence the spreading of messages, we have created an

agent-based model and investigated its behavior for a set of parameter values. We assume agents, representing users online,

possess their own personal opinions about a wide range of topics. For simplicity, an opinion of the agent i on the topic j

is xi j ∈ {−1,0,1}. Agents either post new messages, with probability of η , that reflect a few of their opinions, or read new

messages posted recently by neighbors. The content of message covers only a few topics, each with an associated opinion

y j ∈ {−1,0,1}, with message length being the number of topics it contains. When agents read a message that is close enough

to their own beliefs as defined by a selectivity parameter τ ∈ [−1,1], they share the message with their own neighbors, adapting

it to fit their own opinions even more with a probability α . When a message is modified, we still consider it the same message,

but a new variant of it. See the Methods section for the full description of our model.

We have performed a series of numerical simulations for our agent-based model and have tracked the popularity of messages,

which is the total number of agents that shared it, and the length of its variants. In particular, the distribution of message

popularity has been investigated – the fraction of the messages that attained a given total number of shares. The simulations

have used synthetic Erdős–Rényi graphs (ER) and Barabási–Albert networks (BA) as connection topologies between users.

First, we checked the propagation of information on the ER graphs with the size N = 600 and an average degree 〈k〉= 6.

We assumed η = 0.1 as the probability of creating a new message. The simulations have been performed for two different

adaptivity probabilities α = 0.0 (messages cannot be modified) and α = 0.2 (agents can modify messages). For each value of

the selectivity parameter τ , we made 10 independent realizations.

Behavior of the model was investigated for three selectivity parameters τ ∈ {−0.4,0.2,0.8}. Note that since the cosine

between vectors with possible positive and negative elements is between −1 and 1, the thresholds are also in this range. Main

results of our work are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. The influence of user selectivity τ and message adaptivity α on the popularity and average length of messages

propagating in synthetic networks. Panels a-f show spreading with competition between messages (agents can share only the

most recent message he likes), while panels g-i show spreading without this constraint. Panels a-c show popularity for ER

networks and 500000 time steps, d-f for BA networks with 500000 time steps and g-h for ER network, but with a shorter time

horizon – 50000 time steps. The simulations were carried out for networks with size N = 600 and an average node degree

〈k〉= 6. The agents’ opinion vectors were randomly selected. The probability of creating a new message equals η = 0.1. The

probability density of the number of shared messages (left vertical axis) is marked with crosses and pluses. The average length

of the message (right vertical axis) with a given popularity is marked with dots, and its standard deviation with error bars.
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With a low value of the selectivity parameter, τ =−0.4, the majority of messages will be passed on, and the main limiting

factor to their spread is competition for user’s attention (i.e., which of the message has arrived as the last one). The distribution

of popularity is mostly a power-law with a cut-off for high popularity values (Fig. 1a). The average length of a message

increases with its popularity, which is in opposition to the behavior for higher selectivity values (Fig. 1b,c). This happens

because the longer the message is, the closer to zero the cosine similarity between message content and the agent’s opinion

vector will be if the agent’s interests are essentially random (Central Limit Theorem). If the selectivity parameter is below

zero, that means that longer messages have a greater chance to not fall below the selectivity threshold and to be shared. As

result, there is competition over not being exceptionally disagreeable, that is won by messages long enough that nobody can

truly completely disagree with them. For low selectivity, we find no significant impact of information adaptivity (red and green

symbols are very close one to another). The reason behind this is that users share almost any message they see, meaning the

deciding factor is how fresh the message is and not its content. Changed information does not gain much of an advantage in the

dynamics. It is still enough to increase the mean length of the popular messages, but not enough to alter popularity distribution

in a significant way.

After increasing the selectivity parameter to τ = 0.2, the popularity distribution changes somewhat, with an added peak at

high popularity values (Fig. 1b). This essentially means that aside from the spectrum of "regular" messages, a population of

very popular viral messages appear that did not exist when selectivity was low. This population consists of very short messages

that have a better chance to be attractive for some users. The trend of message length visible for low selectivity reverses, and

short messages have the advantage (compared to lower selectivity Fig. 1a). It is now a competition for being agreeable, which is

won this time by short messages that have a relatively good chance to fit a user’s view perfectly. In fact, the peak consists almost

solely of messages of the shortest possible length: 1. For medium selectivity, the effects of content adaptivity become visible.

The ability to change message content is conducive to shortening the message and thus improving its popularity, shifting the

peak to somewhat higher popularity values. On the other hand, the short, viral information may mutate producing some longer

variants that disappear quickly, but still bump the average length of the most popular messages.

When the selectivity parameter is even greater, close to one (τ = 0.8), the spreading is driven mostly by selection. The

advantage of short messages is more pronounced, with a much clearer peak. (Fig. 1c). Again, it is the short messages that

dominate there, but while changing a message’s content may bridge the gap between popular and unpopular a bit, it does not

affect the top. This is mainly due to the fact that only the shortest messages ever get a chance, and they either fit a user’s

beliefs ideally, or do not, in which case they are never read and do not get any chance to evolve. Aside from investigating the

dynamics on a random ER graphs, we wanted to see if the dynamics will differ for the scale-free BA networks, where hubs

(nodes with very high degree) exist. The investigated BA network has the same basic network measures (size N, density 〈k〉 as

the ER network. We observe (Fig. 1a-c vs Fig. 1d-f) no significant statistical differences for messages spreading on both these

networks, aside from the fact that the influence of message adaptivity for the medium selectivity parameter (τ = 0.2) was a bit

smaller for the BA network than for the ER graph.

What, at first, may have seemed counter-intuitive is that when we increase the selectivity parameter τ from −0.4 to 0.2,

some messages reach more agents than when the selectivity was lower. We considered this to be the influence of the competition

for user attention, which we verified. For the same network and dynamics parameters as before, we performed simulations of

the model variant without the competition, where agents can share all messages that fulfill the selectivity constraint. (Fig. 1g-i).

In the situation where the selectivity parameter is τ =−0.4, a large fraction of messages spread over almost the entire network

(Fig. 1g). This is in contrast to the previous case, where most messages did not spread widely. Therefore, competition plays a

significant role in message spread for this value of τ .

When increasing the selectivity parameter to τ = 0.2, the importance of competition also decreases (Fig. 1h). Nevertheless, it

still plays a big role in spreading the message – more information reaches each agent than with competition. Interestingly, in the

absence of competition, there is slight increasing trend of average message length. This may be because all medium-popularity

short messages become more popular, leaving only long messages in the mid-popularity range.

When selectivity reaches a value close to one, τ = 0.8, the role of competition becomes even smaller (Fig. 1i). The

distribution of message popularity without competition is similar to the distribution with competition, except for a more

pronounced peak, practically separated from the rest of the distribution. Since users are so picky that very few of the messages

they see each time step count as interesting for them, it becomes more common for users to have only one or even no new shared

messages, thus making competition much less common and thus less influential on overall behavior. The average message

length is very slightly longer than in dynamics with competition. Nevertheless, when messages are viral, this number is still

close to one topic only. It can be clearly seen that the peak is exclusively (without adaptivity) and almost exclusively (with

adaptivity) a result of messages of length 1, that from the epidemic point of view would have the spreading rate over 1 and thus

encompass the whole network, unlike longer messages that can form only local cascades.

Along with the distribution of message popularity, we have also investigated the distribution of relative popularity of

message variants. In particular, this distribution has been calculated for a single message, in order to see this distribution for
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single realization, as one would see distribution of popularity of variants for real messages. Similarly to the work of Adamic

et al.13, we chose only the message with the most variants across all model simulations. This is done intentionally, so as

to make comparisons between our results and the results of Adamic et al.13, which feature real cascades. As seen in Fig. 2,

the distribution appears to be somewhat similar to a power-law, meaning that there usually is just one or two main dominant

variants, along with a plethora of niche adaptations.
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Figure 2. Probability distribution of the number of shares of message variants for different selectivity parameters τ .

Simulations were conducted on ER networks with N = 10000, 〈k〉= 6, time steps: 500000. Please note that the number of

agents is much larger than in previous plots.

3 Discussion

We have investigated the impact of selectivity of message sharing, competition for user’s attention, and message adaptivity in a

model of information spread on artificial network topologies. We have observed that a high selectivity promotes short messages

and, in the presence of competition for user’s time, is also partially responsible for the emergence of popular, viral messages.

Using numerical simulations, we find that the total cascade size distributions change significantly depending on how

selective users are, while the existence of message adaptivity has a smaller impact. For a low selectivity, the distribution is

largely a power-law, with an additional peak of highly popular messages appearing as the selectivity grows stronger. The

content adaptivity has the largest impact for medium selectivity, when it significantly increases the popularity of the most

popular messages and lesser for high selectivity, where it boosts some messages from low to medium popularity. An interesting

observation is that either short or long messages are more prevalent depending on selectivity. If users reject only messages

clearly in opposition to their beliefs, as is the case for low selectivity, then longer messages are more popular. On the other hand,

simple messages dominate in the presence of strict selection. The length here means how many different opinions or beliefs

the messages are relevant to. A short message, for example, conveys only one fact that can be in agreement, disagreement, or

neutral for an individual’s belief, such as a message stating that moon landing was fake, without any other content that could be

perceived true or false according to individual beliefs. A long message, on the other hand, relates to many facts or beliefs, such

as political opinion, conspiracy theories and scientific facts all in one message, so that different people may agree or disagree

on different parts of that message.

The above conclusions assume that there is competition for a user’s attention between messages, so that users cannot read

all messages they see and only pay attention to the newest ones, disregarding older ones even if they may find them interesting.

If we relax this assumption and make all messages effectively spread independently, the behavior changes significantly. For a

low selectivity, most messages end up viral, which could be expected since the spreading rate is usually above the epidemic

threshold. For a higher selectivity, however, the situation changes, as the limited acceptance by neighbors means that users

end up with much fewer messages in their queue, up to the point where competition becomes irrelevant when people are very

selective.

Interestingly, the spread of information on ER random graphs and BA networks looks very similar in the investigated model.

There are slight differences between them, but they are not very noticeable. We expected that hubs in BA networks, coupled

with the possibility of changing the content of messages, would allow information to spread more broadly. Perhaps this was not
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visible because the agents’ opinions were purely random. However, real-life experience has shown that people tend to keep in

touch with like-minded people. Perhaps in such a situation the hubs would play a more significant role.

The preference for short messages for positive selectivity may be a potential explanation for the Twitter phenomenon.

Artificial limits on message length may have contributed to its popularity as it may have become preferred over longer internet

forum or blog posts because it facilitated broader information spread. The research of factors contributing to tweet spreading

may not seem to support this claim, showing small positive influence22 or statistically insignificant negative23 of length on

popularity. It must be noted however, that what we mean by "short" messages here is number of topics and related opinions

expressed in the message. With Tweets being very short, many of them may express just a single opinion and it may be not

directly related to message length counted in characters. In addition, while our model features uncorrelated, static opinions of

agents, interests of interacting users, such as followers on Twitter, do change in time to be more uniform25. This difference may

alter the overall behavior, especially for the small cascades that are most frequent in real systems and may change the perceived

influence of factors such as length.

Our results are in agreement with other findings regarding the spreading of messages with changing content. In particular,

according to Adamic et al.13, the memes on Facebook behave according to a Yule model that describes evolving populations.

The popularity distribution of variants of a message (Fig. 2) is qualitatively the same as distributions found by Adamic et al.13,

regardless of the assumed user selectivity. Our finding that the most popular messages are short is in agreement with another

conclusion of Adamic et al.13, where the maximum of the popularity occurs for mean lengths significantly below the average

(unlike in Twitter research22, 23 mentioned above). While this is not direct comparison, it still shows that the model shows

behavior similar to real social network communication.

Our work lays a foundation for possible further research. The first avenue is to make the spreading model richer, featuring

correlated user opinions, asymmetric opinion distributions, or the inclusion of heterogeneity in agents’ selectivity or adaptivity.

The second avenue is testing the underlying principles of the spreading model in real social networks and adapting the model

to better reflect real social information processing. The third potential research avenue is exploiting the obtained results, for

example by including a message recommendation system to the model and testing whether its influence could be detected from

message spread statistics, similar to how it was possible to do in internet forum discussions26. If so, it may be possible to

develop a method to detect the presence and assess the influence of recommendation systems in real online social networking

services.

4 Methods

4.1 Model

We assume every agent (user) i is connected to ki other agents, creating a network consisting of N users, that represents contacts

in the online service along which messages can spread. Each agent has its own opinions on D different, independent topics,

represented as a vector~x of length D, which we call an opinion vector. Each element has a value xi j ∈ {−1,0,1}. These values

represent the agent’s attitude or opinion towards a given subject – positive (+1), neutral (0), or negative (−1). Each element

of the vector corresponds to the same topic for all agents. For example, the third element of any agent’s vector opinion may

represent opinion about global warming – whether they believe and care about it (xi3 = 1), deny it (xi3 =−1) or simply don’t

care (xi3 = 0).

We use the asynchronous dynamical rule, picking agent that will act at random. With a probability η , an agent will create a

new message and share it with his closest neighbors. Each message made in this way gets a unique ID that does not change

during the dynamics. We assume that a given message will concern a certain issue (an event, politician’s speech, scientific

discovery, etc.) and while its later variants may contain different opinions or paint facts in a different manner, the message will

be essentially about the same issue. The content of every new message reflects a part of the author’s opinion. We randomly pick

d ∈ [1,0.15D] topics and assign values to them from the opinion vector of the selected agent (as shown on Fig. 3a). Thus, the

message contains values y j ∈ {−1,0,1} for a few of the topics and contains no mention about other topics at all. The number

of topics included in the message is the message’s length.

With a probability 1−η , instead of creating a new message, the user examines messages shared by his closest neighbors. It

does so in order from the newest to the oldest received. Users do not know when original information was created and only see

the time when a message was shared with them. Then the cosine similarity between the agent’s opinion vector and the first

message is calculated to consider the selectivity criterion, taking into account only the components of the opinion vector that

are also present in the message itself, which is why 0 in a message is not the same as the absence of a topic. In the case of a

vector having cartesian length 0, we assume cosine similarity equal to 0. If the similarity exceeds a certain threshold τ (the

dynamics parameter called selectivity), the agent decides he likes it and will share this message with his own neighbors. If, on

the other hand, the similarity is equal or less than τ , the user reads increasingly older messages he received. He does this until

he finds the first attractive information. If after looking through the whole set of messages received there are none to its liking,
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the agent simply does not share anything. When the euclidean length of either an agent opinion vector or a message is equal to

zero, then we assume that the cosine similarity is equal to zero.

Agent A

agent’s opinions

created message

–1 +10 0–1

–1 0–1

(a) Newly created message reflects opinions of the posting user in the few topics

the message contains.

agent’s opinions–1 +1 +10 0

original message–1 0–1

change element–1 0–1 0

delete element–1 –1

change element–1 0+1

Agent B

(b) When sharing a message user may adapt it by adjusting one of opinons, delet-

ing a topic or adding a topic.

Figure 3. The creation of new messages and possible adaptation of messages when sharing them.

Before sharing a message, an agent can modify it and create a new message variant. With a probability of α , it can add

a new random topic to the message, remove one, or replace an opinion on one topic present in the message with its own (as

shown on Fig. 3b). If it decides to modify the message, it chooses each of these actions at random with the equal probability of

1/3. If it adds a new topic, the value on the topic is the same as the agent’s opinion. If it deletes one subject, it is always the one

that it disagrees with. And if it changes one topic, it is replacing the disagreeable part with its own opinion.

Users never share the same message (with the same ID) more than once, even if the message has been modified, since it

is assumed that it will relate to the same event, even if it paints it in different colors. Users completely ignore any incoming

messages with an ID they have already read and considered before. The dynamics ends after a given number of time steps. The

dynamics can be represented by the diagram as in Fig. 4.

start

pick random

agent

check the latest message posted

by one of the closest neighbors

ignore this

message

create and share

new message

pick this

message

change this message

before sharing

remove one

element

add one

element

change one

element

share this

message

cosine

similariry < τ

no interesting

messages to share

with pr. 1−η

cosine

similarity > τwith pr. η

with pr. 1−α with pr. α

with pr. 1/3

Figure 4. Flowchart of the algorithm for creation, sharing and modification of messages in our model.

At each time step, the agent can only create or share (possibly modifying) one message, to represent a limited capacity to

consume and process information. We also introduced a variant of the model, allowing each agent to examine all received

messages in one time step. They can share (with or without modifications) all messages that fulfill the selectivity criterion. We
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call this variant a model without competition, as messages no longer need to compete for user’s attention and effectively spread

independently from each other.

4.2 Measures

We use the distribution of message popularity and average message length measures (Fig 1). The popularity distribution is

the distribution of number of times Sm a message m has been shared throughout the whole simulation, including all variants

of the message. The distribution shows the probability density of the number of shares being a certain value S. Average

length of message is an unweighted average of the individual message lengths over all messages within a given popularity

bin. 〈L〉(S) = ∑m:Sm=S Lm/NS, where S is number of shares (argument), m are different messages, Lm is length of individual

message, Sm is number of shares for message m and NS is total number of messages that have number of shares S. Individual

message length is an average number of topics over all its variants, weighted by number of times given variant was shared.

Lm = ∑v lvsv/∑v sv where v are variants of message m, lv is length of particular variant and sv is number of shares of given

variant. The error bars on Fig. 1 represent the standard deviation of the distribution of message lengths Lm, and do not include

variance of lengths between variants of each message, so it does not depend on distribution of lv for any given message (other

than through Lm itself).
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